Introduction
In this paper, we study the power of a teacher in hell)-in.g students to learn concept classes.
In the literature of learning theory, the teacher has been liiodeled ddferently in various learning frameworks [3, 8, 9, 10, 11, 15, 20, '22, 23] We that prove a useful lemma. Let 2,, denote th~set of all functions from {O, 1}" to {0, 1} and let Z = {Zr, }. Step 1: Define L~= {l, }$C{O,l}T1, where l$(x) = the least significant bit of~$ (z).
Step 2 
Theorem 3 Optk'fT (~:) < n. We next construct a sequence of n oracles that transits smoothly from an oracle (3f for~to an oracle og for g. Define pi to be the probability that A outputs 1 when 71 is given as an input and its queries are answered by
